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Abstract Sleep disturbances are common in neurodegenerative disease and impair quality of life. People with
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) develop daytime hypersomnia and
nighttime insomnia. These symptoms likely result from circadian rhythm disruption due to reduced zeitgeber input, suprachiasmatic nucleus dysfunction, and melatonin alterations. In
Parkinson’s disease (PD), various sleep disorders, such as insomnia, hypersomnia, and REM sleep behavior disorder
(RBD) are often seen. These problems are related to neurodegeneration of brain structures influencing sleep and wake
states, circadian rhythm dysfunction, and motor and nonmotor symptoms. RBD can precede PD motor symptoms by
several years, and it represents a window of opportunity to
treat the disease process when a disease-modifying therapy
for PD becomes available in the future. Effective treatments
for sleep disturbances in AD and PD are limited. Deeper understanding of sleep and circadian dysfunction is necessary to
develop treatments that improve quality of life and potentially
alter the degenerative course.
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Introduction
Over the past few decades, sleep and circadian rhythm dysfunction in neurodegenerative diseases has been increasingly
recognized. In this review, we discuss the types of sleep disorders in the two most common neurodegenerative diseases:
Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease (Table 1).

Alzheimer’s Disease
Sleep disturbances are quite common in dementia, particularly
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). These and secondary agitation, in
fact, are the primary impetus in institutionalizing older individuals with cognitive decline, as family members are unable
to take care of them at night. Nocturnal exacerbation of delirium or Bsundowning^ is a well-recognized entity in dementia
and is often associated with sleep disturbances. Sundowning
is characterized by agitation, confusion, and irritability as natural lights begin to fade in the evening and at night. Daytime
hypersomnia and nighttime insomnia are the most common
sleep complaints with dementia. The association between disturbed sleep and cognitive decline is bidirectional and complex.
Circadian rhythm sleep disorders (CRSD) are common in
this cohort and can manifest with both the excessive daytime
sleepiness and poor sleep continuity at night. The most common circadian rhythm sleep-wake disorder to affect this group
is irregular sleep-wake disorder. It is also the most disabling of
sleep disorders in AD. Parasomnias, such as rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder (RBD), have rarely been
reported in AD but have a more significant association with αsynucleinopathies. There may also be a slightly increased risk
of sleep disordered breathing, particularly obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA) presumably secondary to degeneration of central
respiratory control areas in the brainstem.
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Table 1 Summary of sleep
disorders and their treatment in
Alzheimer’s disease and
Parkinson’s disease
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Common sleep disorders

Alzheimer’s disease

Parkinson’s disease

Irregular sleep-wake rhythm disorder

Insomnia
Hypersomnia

Underlying sleep
pathophysiology

Decreased exposure to zeitgebers
Degeneration of the suprachiasmatic
nucleus
Dysfunction of retinohypothalamic
tract

Treatment

Decreased melatonin secretion
Phototherapy
Behavior and lifestyle modifications

REM sleep behavior disorder
Sleep disruption from nocturnal motor
and non-motor symptoms
Influence of neurodegeneration of or
dopaminergic structures on sleep
regulatory areas
Circadian rhythm dysfunction
Insomnia
Cognitive behavioral therapy
Phototherapy
Doxepin
Melatonin
Hypersomnia
Modafinil
REM sleep behavior disorder
Clonazepam
Melatonin

This article will focus mainly on the CRSD, primary
Irregular Sleep Wake Disorder (IRSWD). As these are by far
the most common, and their unique pathophysiology in AD
requires specialized multidisciplinary approach to treatment,
which may improve both insomnia and daytime sleepiness.
Pathophysiology of CRSD in AD
The circadian sleep-wake rhythms are controlled by the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the master clock or the pacemaker
that resides in the hypothalamus. Even with normal aging, the
SCN degenerates resulting in earlier awakenings and less consolidation of nocturnal sleep [1]. The disturbances of circadian
rhythms, as well as fragmentation of sleep at night, are more
pronounced in AD. In fact, dampened circadian rhythm amplitude and delayed acrophase (the time period during which
the circadian process is most active) in otherwise healthy older
adults is a risk factor for developing AD within the following
5 years with an odds ratio of 1.57 (95 % CI 1.10–2.26) [2].
Due to a variety of reasons, people with AD have less exposure to light, the primary zeitgeber (time givers or external
stimuli that reset the internal clock). Furthermore, the impact
of light on their sleep-wake rhythms is dampened due to multiple factors including age-related yellowing of the cornea and
cataracts [3] and degeneration of the retinal ganglionic cells
[4]. These cells project through the retinohypothalamic tract to
the SCN, providing the pathway on how light can influence
the sleep-wake cycle and entrain to follow the 24-h day rather
than the slightly longer intrinsic rhythm [5]. AD patients are
also more likely to spend more time indoors and be less

physically active than their healthy counterparts, further limiting their exposure to natural light [6]. Reduced natural light
and daytime physical activity result in institutionalized elderly
having more disturbed sleep-wake cycles than their
community-dwelling counterparts [7].
The release of melatonin, a hormone secreted by the pineal
gland under the control of the SCN, is used to regulate circadian fluctuations. CSF melatonin levels decrease with normal
aging, and they become even lower in AD; its onset is earlier,
and its peak becomes irregular. This is presumably due to
SCN degeneration, as the pineal gland is not affected by AD
pathology [8]. In addition, the degeneration of the nucleus
basalis of Meynert, a major source of cholinergic input, can
further affect sleep-wake rhythms [9]. The dysfunction of the
SCN and the related retinohypothalamic tract, alteration of
melatonin levels, and significantly reduced exposure to zeitgebers lead to CRSD in dementia and AD in particular, and
they can cause both excessive daytime sleepiness and nighttime
insomnia.
The more severe the underlying cognitive decline, the more
disrupted sleep becomes, but genetic predispositions also play
a role in sleep disturbances in AD. Melatonin and its decline in
secretion may be the link between AD and sleep disturbances.
Melatonin inhibits β-amyloid aggregation and toxicity and
inhibits tau protein hyperphosphorylation [10]. It is also a
potent antioxidant that may prevent cell death [11].
Dysfunction in melatonin levels leads to circadian
desynchrony. Degeneration of the hippocampus commonly
occurs in AD. Its plasticity, presumably due to its connections
through the SCN, is influenced by light, melatonin and
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circadian gene manipulation [12]. Hence, another potential
mechanism by which dementia may be linked to sleep-wake
disturbances.
In animal models, β-amyloid increases during wakefulness
and is cleared from the brain during sleep through the lymphatic system [13]. With sleep deprivation, there is a further
increase in β-amyloid levels [14]. It is unclear whether the
fluctuations of the β-amyloid levels are directly under the
control of circadian system, or if they are indirectly influenced
by circadian control of the sleep-wake cycle.

was shown to be slightly more effective in improving
actigraphic sleep parameters both at night and during the
day than bright light alone in 50 subjects with AD [22].
Lastly, another trial comparing placebo, dronabinol, and melatonin showed only modest reduction in nighttime activity in
the melatonin arm without any impact on agitation or other
actigraphic sleep parameters or neuropsychological function
[23].

Sleep Architecture Changes and Other Sleep Disorders
in AD

Several small trials have evaluated the benefits of bright light
therapy. Neither the intensity nor the duration of the light has
been standardized among reports. Morning bright light therapy (usually ≥2500 lx), or even 30 lx of blue light, improves
nighttime sleep, daytime wakefulness, and reduces evening
agitation [5]. A plan of high intensity light exposure during
the day and low intensity at night, improving visual conditions
during wakefulness, and nightlights to reduce falls can improve daytime alertness, consolidate sleep and decrease the
incidence of sundowning [24].

Most but not all sleep-wake abnormalities in AD are due to
circadian rhythm disturbances. There are also sleep architecture changes which are the same as seen in the healthy elderly
population but much more pronounced in severity. As
mentioned above, RBD has been rarely described in AD, as
the latter is a tauopathy, and RBD is usually associated with
α-synucleinopathies. Sleep disordered breathing, particularly
OSA, is more common in AD than can be explained by age
alone. OSA worsens cognitive decline in AD and positive
airway pressure therapy partially improves cognition [15].
Lastly, restless legs syndrome (RLS), although not more prevalent in AD, can disturb sleep and worsen Bsundowning^. In
addition, depending on the degree of dementia, establishing
the diagnosis based on symptomatology can be challenging
[16, 17].
Management
The discovery of melatonin dysfunction in AD led to a handful of trials with exogenous melatonin for sleep-wake disturbances in AD, and the results have been equivocal. Singer et al.
ran the largest double-blind placebo-controlled randomized
clinical trial. They randomized 157 subjects to either placebo,
10 mg of immediate release melatonin and 2.5 mg of controlled release melatonin. There were no differences in sleep
parameters among the groups both objectively using
actigraphy and subjectively using caretaker reports [18•]. A
randomized placebo-controlled crossover trial with 6 mg of
melatonin failed to demonstrate any actigraphic sleep parameters in 45 subjects with AD [19]. Lastly Gehrman et al., again
using actigraphy, found no improvement in either sleep parameters or daytime agitation in 41 patients with AD who
were randomized to either placebo, 8.5 mg of regular melatonin or to 1.5 mg of delaed release melatonin [20]. Asayama
et al., however, using actigraphy demonstrated modest decrease in nighttime activity with 3 mg of melatonin vs. placebo
in a group of 20 subjects with AD. There were no significant changes in daytime naps, overall sleep duration or quality [21]. When added to bright light therapy, 3 mg of melatonin

Phototherapy

Behavioral Modifications
A combined treatment of sleep hygiene, daytime exercise and
nighttime environment modification has been shown effective
in improving sleep-wake cycles both in AD patients and cognitively normal elderly population and in community dwellers
and geriatric institutionalized. These include (a) daily exercise, 30 min in duration, preferably outdoors; (b) decreasing
time spent in bed during the day and limiting naps to about
30 min before 1 P.M.; (c) maintaining a quiet and low lit
bedroom at night; and (d) avoiding stimulating medications
close to bedtime [25•]. Finally, sedative hypnotics, dopamine
agonists, cholinesterase inhibitors and other medications for
symptomatic management of AD sleep-wake complaints
should be used with caution given their side effect profile
(i.e., dizziness, bradycardia, and insomnia).

Parkinson’s Disease
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease and affects 1 % of the general population
over age 60 years [26]. Clinical manifestations include bradykinesia, rigidity, tremor, and shuffling gait. PD can be divided into
subtypes, such as tremor predominant, characterized by significant resting tremor, or postural instability gait dysfunction
(PIGD), which involves a greater severity of gait disorder, falls, and freezing of gait. The pathological hallmark
of PD is Lewy bodies, comprised of intraneuronal αsynuclein inclusions in the substantia nigra, a source of
dopaminergic neurotransmission.
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Although much focus has been on motor symptoms, nonmotor symptoms of PD, such as sleep dysfunction have been
recognized as major contributors to impaired quality of life
[27]. Sleep dysfunction is extremely common in PD, affecting
60-98 % during their course of the disease [28, 29]. A variety
of sleep disorders can arise in this population, with the most
common being insomnia, hypersomnia, and REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD).
Insomnia
Insomnia, typically sleep fragmentation, is the most common
sleep complaint in PD, affecting 60-80 % of the PD population [30, 31]. Sleep fragmentation is a significant contributor
to impaired quality of life [32, 27] and is associated with
hypersomnia and fatigue [33], impaired attention and executive function [34], and depression [32]. It also increases caregiver burden, particularly if the patient needs assistance when
awake [35]. Polysomnographic characteristics confirm lower
sleep efficiency, greater wake after sleep onset, and less slow
wave sleep and stage REM sleep in PD patients compared to agematched controls [36].
There are several causes of insomnia in PD, and often multiple co-exist in an individual patient. Nocturnal motor symptoms, such as tremor, akinesia, and pain, and non-motor symptoms including nocturia, depression, and hallucinations, are
associated with sleep disruption in PD [33]. Recently, other
causes more intrinsic to the disease have been examined.
There is increasing evidence that sleep dysfunction in PD
can be related to the disease process, including neurodegeneration of brainstem sleep centers [37]. Furthermore, dysfunction
of dopaminergic nuclei may play a role given that dopamine is
involved in controlling sleep and wake. Dopamine in the ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra interact with key nuclei
such as the raphe nuclei, locus ceruleus, hypothalamus, basal
forebrain, and thalamus, which are involved in mediating sleep
and wake states [38]. In rats, lesion experiments involving the
substantia nigra pars compacta, a key area of degeneration in
PD, lead to increased wakefulness during the normal rest period
as well as the active period [39•]. The degree of the lesion
correlates with the amount of wakefulness. These results indicate that dopaminergic input from the substantia nigra is part of
a pathway with other basal ganglia structures, specifically the
caudoputamen and globus pallidus externa, that influence sleep
and wake states. Dopaminergic medications increase sleep efficiency [36], and although this effect may be due to improvement of nocturnal motor symptoms, these medications can also
cause excessive sleepiness [40].
Increasing evidence indicates that circadian rhythm dysfunction may underlie some of these sleep disturbances in
PD. Studies using wrist actigraphy show decreased daytime
activity and increased nighttime activity, indicating low amplitude of the rest-activity rhythm [41, 42]. Furthermore, those
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with lower amplitude and less interdaily stability of the restactivity rhythm have more severe disease and hallucinations
[42]. Other rhythms in other such as core body temperature
[43], melatonin [44•], blood pressure [45], and cortisol [46]
are also to be altered. The mechanism of circadian alterations
is not clear but may include alterations in light exposure
[47–49] and dysfunction in the SCN [50].
The treatment of insomnia in PD can be challenging, because it requires identifying which of the myriad of underlying
causes are contributing to the disorder. Treatment should be
targeted toward identified potential underlying causes. For
nocturnal motor symptoms, addition of a dopaminergic therapy at night, such as with dopamine agonists [51, 52] or controlled release levodopa [53], can improve sleep [36].
Additionally, underlying depression, nocturia, and hallucinations should be addressed. However, if such factors are not
present, or response of insomnia to their treatment is not adequate, other means to address insomnia should be sought.
Although treatment of insomnia in PD can be similar to that
of older adults, hypnotic therapy should be carefully considered if the patient has higher risk of falls or has cognitive
impairment. Only a few strategies have been assessed specifically in the PD population. Doxepin, which is antihistaminergic at low doses, given at a dose of 10 mg at bedtime, was shown to improve the symptoms of insomnia compared to placebo, though objective improvements by
actigraphy were not seen [54]. In that same study, cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) for 90 min weekly for 6 weeks, in
combination with bright light therapy (30 min daily), also
improved insomnia symptoms by some but not all selfreported measures [54]. Circadian rhythm-based therapies
have potential to improve insomnia. One large retrospective
[55] and one small prospective study [56] using bright light
exposure before bedtime showed improvement in insomnia
symptoms. Melatonin administration 3 mg [57] and 5 mg given
at night [58] improved self-reported sleep quality and quantity,
but these changes were not objectively observed with PSG [57]
or actigraphy [58].
Hypersomnia
Self-reported hypersomnia is a common complaint in PD,
affecting up to 50 % [59, 60]. Hypersomnia is independent
of age, disease duration, disease severity, depression, and
RBD but is associated with sleep-disordered breathing [61,
59, 62]. In a group of 30 unselected PD patients, 37 % have
severe hypersomnia based on a mean sleep latency of less than
5 min on the multiple sleep latency test (MSLT), typical of
people with narcolepsy [62]. However, a larger study of 134
unselected patients with PD found that only 13 % had a mean
sleep latency of less than 8 min [59]; however, that group had
a less dopaminergic therapy than the earlier study. In those
who complain of sleepiness, the frequency of severe
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hypersomnia (mean sleep latency <5 min on MSLT) is much
higher at 50 %. In addition, 39 % had stage REM sleep in at
least two naps, a finding typical of narcolepsy [61]. These
patients with a Bnarcolepsy-like phenotype^ were sleepier
than those with less than two naps with stage REM sleep.
Furthermore, one neuropathological study of 11 PD patients
found a greater loss of hypothalamic orexinergic neurons
compared to controls, and this change correlated with disease
severity [63]. A recent study has also shown that PD patients
with stage REM sleep during the day are sleeper than those
without daytime REM sleep [64]. Although objective and
self-reported sleepiness (using Epworth sleepiness scale
>10) correlate, the strength of this association is variable, suggesting that some patients are not aware of how sleepy they
are [61, 59, 62].
Sleep attacks, described as an irresistible or sudden sleepiness with our without warning signs, have also been described in up to 43 % people with PD [65, 66]. This is a
particularly dangerous symptom as 21 % report sleep attacks
when driving [66]. Sleep attacks are associated with dopaminergic therapy, particularly dopamine agonists but also levodopa, and is predicted by older age, longer disease duration
and severity, male sex, and poor self-reported sleep quality,
though the Epworth sleepiness scale was poorly predictive
[67, 65]. The strongest effect of dopamine agonists on sleep
attacks occurred in younger men (age <70 years) [65]. Some
dopamine agonists appear to lower orexin-A levels, and this
could be a potential mechanism by which they cause sleep
attacks [68].
Hypersomnia in PD has several potential causes and is
often multifactorial. Levodopa therapy appears to be associated with hypersomnia [61], though not all studies have noted
this finding [59, 62]. Sleep disordered breathing, particularly
OSA, is associated with hypersomnia in PD but can also cause
hypersomnia in older adults without PD [59, 62]. However,
patients with PD do not appear to be at higher risk and may
actually be at lower risk for OSA than controls [69, 70]. A less
explored potential cause of hypersomnia in PD is circadian
rhythm disruption. A recent study showed that patients with
PD have lower serum melatonin secretion amplitudes than
controls and was more prominent in those with hypersomnia
[44•]. Low melatonin secretion was confirmed in patients with
early PD, in addition to altered rhythms in cortisol secretion
and clock gene Bmal1 expression [71]. Furthermore, dopaminergic therapy appears to alter circadian alignment between
the melatonin and sleep-wake rhythms [72•].
Treatment of hypersomnia requires identification of potential underlying causes, but the hypersomnia is often persistent.
Unfortunately, no therapy has been shown to consistently improve hypersomnia in PD. Several small trials of modafinil
with daily doses ranging 200–400 mg improves self-reported
hypersomnia [73–76], though most of them have shown only
modest benefit, and two studies did not show improvement
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[77, 78]. Furthermore, modafinil does not affect objective
sleepiness [79, 74, 78]. Neither doxepin [54] nor CBT combined with bright light therapy improved subjective
sleepiness in a group of PD patients [54]. In one
open-label study, sodium oxybate improved subjective
sleepiness and fatigue, but it can cause dizziness and
nocturia [80]. Given the relationship between circadian dysfunction and hypersomnia, development of circadian-based
approaches to address this troublesome symptom is needed.
Only one study examining the effect of melatonin (5 and
50 mg) on hypersomnia, but a significant effect on subjective
sleepiness was not demonstrated [58].
REM Sleep Behavior Disorder
RBD is a parasomnia characterized by dream enactment behavior, such as screaming, flailing, punching, or jumping out
of bed, by history or documented during stage REM sleep
and the finding of REM sleep without atonia (RSWA) on
PSG [81]. The behaviors are often violent but can be nonviolent, such as singing, smiling, and laughing.
Somnambulism is rare in RBD, as the eyes are closed, and
there is no awareness of the environment. The dream enactment can result in injuries to the patient or bedpartner [82].
Idiopathic RBD is more common in men with an age of onset
of approximately 62 years [83].
RBD is a common finding in PD with about 46 % affected
across the disease range [84] and is associated with greater
progression of motor symptoms [85]. Some studies suggest
that those with RBD are more likely to have PIGD subtype
[86, 87], though others have not confirmed this finding [88,
84]. However, a quantitative analysis of the motor activity
during stage REM sleep showed RSWA in patients with PD
and freezing of gait compared to those without freezing of
gait. Furthermore, the amount of tonic motor activity during
stage REM sleep was similar to RBD; the phasic activity was
elevated in PD with FOG but not as much as RBD [89].
Furthermore, RBD appears to be a strong risk factor for the
development of dementia in PD, with 34 % of non-demented
PD patients developing dementia over 4.4 years [90•]. A
survey-based study using the RBD screening questionnaire
in a large group of PD patients showed that those with high
likelihood for RBD had more sleep disruption and hallucinations [91]. However, studies using this questionnaire in PD
should be interpreted with caution, as the sensitivity and specificity compared to PSG are significantly lower, unless the
patients are aware of RBD symptoms [92].
RBD as a Harbinger of Neurodegenerative Disease
Soon after the disorder was recognized by Schenck and colleagues, a relationship between RBD and the development of
neurodegenerative disease, particularly PD and dementia with
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Lewy bodies, has become apparent [93]. Several studies have
since confirmed increased risk of developing a neurodegenerative disease over several years [94, 83, 95–97]. Recently,
Iranzo and colleagues extended their previous findings and
showed that over 90 % of 174 patients with PSG-confirmed
RBD develop a neurodegenerative disease at 14 years from
diagnosis of RBD, with a median time to diagnosis of 7.5 years
[83]. Among 172 autopsied cases with PSG-confirmed RBD,
170 had a neurodegenerative disease, with the most common
clinical diagnosis being dementia with Lewy bodies (57 %)
and then PD (19 %) [98•]. On pathological examination, 94 %
ultimately have α-synuclein pathology, most of which was
consistent with either dementia with Lewy bodies or PD [98•].
These findings have sparked a search for markers to
determine which patients with RBD will develop neurodegenerative disease and when. Patients with RBD have
abnormal brain metabolism and perfusion imaging patterns consistent with PD and dementia with Lewy bodies, and that these imaging modalities may be helpful to
predict conversion of RBD to PD or dementia with
Lewy bodies [99]. Patients with RBD and mild cognitive impairment have a greater proportion of slower waking electroencephalography (EEG) frequencies using power spectral analysis than those without mild cognitive impairment and
controls. This finding suggests that the cause of the
dementia is related to the EEG changes, rather than
the RBD itself, and perhaps quantitative EEG analysis
can be used to predict those likely to convert to dementia [100]. Identification of these at-risk patients will be
important to test the ability of potential diseasemodifying agents to reduce or eliminate development
of neurodegenerative disease. Guidelines for clinical trials toward this aim were recently published in a consensus statement from the International RBD Study
Group [101]. However, at this time no treatments have
been demonstrated to slow PD progression.
Antidepressants, particularly selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, increase the risk of RBD symptoms
[102, 103]. However, in a group with RSWA related
to sertraline, the typical male predominance and elder
age of idiopathic RBD were not seen [103]. In addition,
a quantitative analysis of the electromyography during
stage REM sleep found that the RSWA in patients taking antidepressants had less total and less tonic activity
in the submentalis muscle than PD patients with RBD
[104]. These findings suggest that the pathophysiology
of antidepressant medication-induced RBD is different
from idiopathic RBD [102–104]. Other recent data suggests that the development of RBD in the setting of
antidepressants may be an early signal of an underlying
neurodegenerative disease [105]. RBD patients on antidepressants were found to have a higher rate of other
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known preclinical markers of neurodegenerative disease,
such as loss of olfaction and color vision, autonomic
dysfunction, and altered motor function. Although these
patients did not develop a neurodegenerative disease at
the same rate as those with idiopathic RBD (17 vs.
52 %) over the 8-year follow-up period, it is not clear
how many of the control subjects developed neurodegenerative disease [105]. Therefore, it remains unclear
if those with RBD on antidepressants are actually at
higher risk of developing a neurodegenerative disease.
Treatment of RBD
Symptomatic treatment of RBD includes medications and
safety precautions. However, no large randomized controlled
trials have been performed in RBD. Clonazepam, a longacting benzodiazepine, is the most commonly used medication for RBD, since it was shown to improve RBD symptoms
[93]. A low dose of clonazepam (up to 1 mg) is effective in the
majority of patients [106]. However, there remains a concern
for this medication to worsen cognitive function in older
adults. Melatonin administration of 3–15 mg can also be effective to reduce frequency and severity of self-reported RBD
symptoms and even reduce the motor tone during stage REM
sleep [107, 106, 108]. Furthermore, melatonin has a better
adverse event profile that clonazepam with diminished potential for drug-drug interactions, an important consideration in
older adults.
Some patients do not improve with clonazepam or melatonin, and other therapies are needed to address the dream enactment behavior. Ramelteon, a melatonin receptor agonist,
was beneficial for RBD symptoms and reduced RSWA in
two patients [109]. Rivastigmine, a cholinesterase inhibitor,
improved RBD symptoms in 12 PD patients in whom melatonin and clonazepam therapy failed [110]. Finally, in a small
study of 4 patients with RBD refractory to clonazepam and
melatonin, a pressurized bed alarm reduced sleep-related injuries from RBD [111].

Conclusion
Sleep disturbances in AD and PD are common and result from
the underlying disease process, as well as secondary to motor
dysfunction, in the case of PD, or non-motor disturbances,
such as low exposure to zeitgebers, mood disorders, and autonomic dysfunction. In addition, circadian rhythm dysfunction appears related to neurodegeneration, but it remains unclear whether this is a downstream effect or potential avenue
to intervene in the disease process. Understanding the role of
sleep and circadian function in neurodegeneration is important
to improve quality of life and disability in these patients and
perhaps develop therapies to alter the disease course.
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